
 
 

 

Wesley Ellis wins from Monmouth. Weeks four, five and six of the season was to produce 

two different winners of the three races at the Victoria HS Ellesmere Port. The second Monmouth 

race was won in great fashion by sixteen year old Wesley Ellis taking first and second in the Victoria 

HS. Alan Shinton is in third, with Ken Sharratt in fourth. Taking fifth is Joey Ellis and Alby Davies and 

Sons in sixth. Paul Coombes and Sid Arathoon take seventh and eighth with Sharon Thurston and 

Archie and Sue Price taking ninth and tenth positions respectively. As this article goes to print we 

have no further information on the winning pigeons. 

 

The West Cheshire Federation Monmouth (2) race 3rd May 2014 (87/2043)would again be 

dominated by the Willaston HS, Rock Station HS and Moreton HS. Taking full advantage of the 

Southerly winds. Monmouth (2) (87/2043) were liberated at 8.30am into a light Southerly wind. 

With a mile a minute times anticipated the leading pigeons would notch up a respectable 59 mile  

 

Wesley Ellis receiving his winnings at the Victoria HS 2013 presentation from  

Dave Cottrell Special Guest. Dave is secretary of the Hooton HS flies as  

W H Cottrell and Son in memory of his dad  



 
 

 

per hour. Early reports indicated good returns with the federation being won by Yates and Rogers at 

the Willaston HS on 1742, in second position is the ultra-consistent Roy and Robbie Sandland of the 

Rock Station HS doing 1741 and in third we have the Wirral Wizard Mickey Locke on 1740 Willaston 

HS. Fourth is John Rixon, Moreton HS (also takes 29th Fed). Fifth we have T Moglione Moreton HS. 

Sixth and Seventh is Steve Williams (Steve also takes 23rd and 26th four in the top 30) Rock Station. 

Eighth are Bateman Brothers and Sons (also taking 11th) Rock Station. Ninth we Tommy Hayes 

Willaston HS and closing the top ten from Monmouth (2) is JJ and DM Clews from the Hooton HS. 

Other notable federation performances outside the top ten this week, have come from L Cook Rock 

Station HS, three pigeons in the top thirty (20th, 21st, and 22nd). John Wheadon Rock Station HS two 

in the top thirty (13th and 15th).R Lang Moreton HS two in the top thirty (27th and 28th). 

Around the West Cheshire clubs: Willaston HS (10/254) Yates and Rogers 1742. M K Locke 1740. T 

Hayes 1727. Rock Station HS (20/487). R and R Sandland 1741. S Williams 1732. 1731. Moreton HS 

(9/198) J Rixon 1739. T Mogilone 1734. R Lang 1710. Hooton HS (17/348)JJ and DM Clews 1727. W H 

Cottrell and Son 1734. G O Jones 1700. Victoria HS. (14/400) W Ellis 1699. 1698. A Shinton 1694. 

Chester HS (8/213) R Dodd & Son1669. W Walker 1669. R Dodd and Son 1669. Christleton HS 

(9/143) D Griffiths 1668. H Shortridge 1511. J Churchill 1508.    

Correction to my last report regarding the result The West Cheshire Federation Monmouth 

26/04/2014 (79/1792). The third race on the calendar. Thanks to John Davies for pointing me in the 

correct direction with regard to the federation winner and the Rock Station HS winner. The article 

stated that Brian Hughes had topped the federation and also won his club when in fact Jimmy 

Farnworth won the Rock Station club race as Brian had clocked a trainer, which (so I am informed) 

was sent to Monmouth as a prep race for the channel. Must say some prep race! Well done Brian for 

topping the federation by a great margin and well done Jimmy for winning a very competitive club. 

And thanks to John Davies for the information. 

Paul Coombes back on top from the highest point 

The first race that I have encountered from Bath would prove another quick affair. The liberation 
point is at Bath race course which (for the uninitiated or disinterested) is at 780 feet (238 m) above 
sea level Bath is Britain's highest flat racecourse, although national hunt courses Hexham and Exeter 
are higher. Horse racing was first recorded at Bath in 1728. During the Second World War it was 
used as a landing strip by the RAF and was named in those days RAF North Stoke.  

The twelve Victoria HS members who sent would liberate some 305 pigeons at 0800hours 
(10/05/14) into a South West Wind. The birds would be expected in quick time with the 
Westminister and Wolverham Road areas favored with the advantage. First into the clock would be 
young Wesley Ellis over in Stoak village timing in at 10.02.34 with Archie and Sue Price next at 
10.03.11and 10.03.56 respectively. However it was to be the loft of Paul Coombes who would time 
his winning pigeon in at 10.03.28 to record a velocity of 1865 winning the first two pools and 
winning £31.15. Archie and Sue Price were to take second and third positions on 1860 and 1849 
winning the third and fourth pools winning £25.25. In fourth position is Wesley Ellis. Alby Davies and 
Sons take fifth with their cousins Freddie Davies and Son taking sixth. Alan Shinton was to just pip  



 
 

 

Arthur Wilde for seventh with Arthur taking eighth. In ninth position is Sid Arathoon with Alan 
Coombes and Son in tenth. Sharon Thurston takes eleventh with Joey Ellis taking twelfth being split 
for eleventh by Alby Davies and Sons knock out pigeon. 

Paul Coombes winning pigeon is a product of his own line breeding strategy that has started to stand 
him in good stead in recent seasons not least with his double topping AMAL winner of 2013 
(Chiracahua) and his Beeston “B Classic Messac winner (Enigma).  His birds are today typically 7/8 
line bred with a 1/8 cross. 

 

 

 

Paul Coombes with his magnum of champagne  

after his Beeston 2B Classic Win in 2013 



 
 

 

Paul Coombes 2013 RPRA Award Prize Winners 

  

Paul’s winner is a cheque hen who is a 2011 rung pigeon which was to come close to winning twice 

in 2013 when twice being second pigeon to the loft to finish second club twice to Pauls, AMAL 

winner Chiracahua. She was prepared on the classic round about system that Paul employs, but 

more than anything his hens by far outpace his cock’s week in week out. “It’s a matter of 

maintaining my hens and dissuading them from pairing to other hens which can be a night mare at 

times” state’s Paul. “It can also be the case the fitter they become and the better the form the more 

they want to pair up” Paul has tried various different ways of perching and keeping his hens, from 

removing perches and inserting poles, to darkening with blinds and changing and lightening their 

mixtures. But as he previously stated the better the form the less they heed my activities and the 

more they try to pair. Asked if he would let them pair he replies with “when they pair up, they don’t 

exercise and I lose the form off them”. 

Well the form struck for this four year old hen and after spending 2013 being brides maid twice to 

his dual AMAL winner this neat and compact hen breaks her duck with not only her first win but she 

has also gone on to win her federation.   

West Cheshire Federation Bath10th May 2014 (77/1730) Winning his first federation and club race 

of the 2014 season is Paul Coombes on 1865. (Paul also takes nineteenth and twenty seventh fed) In 

second and fourth fed is the ever green partnership of Archie and Sue Price doing 1860 and 1851. 

Splitting their pigeons in third place is the consistent (and new for 2014) partnership of Jones Lamb 

and Daughter of Hooton HS also taking a noticeable eighth and tenth positions. In fifth we W H 

Cottrell and Son also of Hooton HS with in sixth place we have Steve Williams. Steve also takes 

thirteenth, sixteenth and twenty-eighth positions for good measure. Wesley Ellis of The Victoria HS 

takes seventh and closing the top ten in this race in ninth is A Lawson of Chester HS. 

Some other noticeable performances were that of Roy and Robbie Sandland putting four pigeons in 

the top thirty of the fed in twelfth, fourteenth, eighteenth, and twentieth positions. Another to show  

 



 
 

 

up is Tommy Hayes of the Willaston HS taking three in the top thirty with fifteenth, twenty second, 

and twenty third positions. 

Around the West Cheshire clubs: Victoria HS (12/303) P Coombes 1865. Mr and Mrs AJ Price 1860 

and 1849. Hooton HS (15/303): Jones, Lamb and Daughter 1851. W H Cottrell and Son 1844, Jones, 

Lamb and Daughter 1843. Rock Station HS (19/411): S Williams 1843, 1840, and 1840. Chester HS 

(8/175): A Lawson 1842. S Lee 1841. Evans and Wright 1819. Willaston HS (9/223): R and R Sandland 

1841, 18409, T Hayes 1840. 

Paul Coombes takes first four positions in the Victoria 

The second bath race was also the knock out final between neighbours Alan Coombes and Son and 

Archie and Sue Price. The banter at the club is normally about the knock out until we get to the 

young bird season and we start to get the usual banter about over fly from Arthur Wilde and bad 

trapping from Alby Davies, so much so these days that if you are given or get over fly your given an 

Arthur and if you have a bad or poor trap you have had an Alby. 

The Victoria Bath birds all 335 (12/335) were liberated by Dave Cotgreave at 7.20 am into a South 

West Wind. Again the advantage was expected to be down the Westminister and Wolverham Road 

areas of the town and this proved correct with Paul Coombes (who is one of the longest flyers on the 

day) timing four quick pigeons in at 9.44 to take the first four positions in the club. In fifth and doing 

well considering the wind is the effervesant Alby Davies and Sons timing in at 9.44. In sixth place is 

Alan Shinton (who incidentally and allegedly had an Alby and was beat by an Arthur) timing at 9.45. 

Seventh was taken by Sid Arathoon also on 9.44 (another beaten by an Arthur) followed by Sharon 

Thurston in eighth at 10.45. Ninth and tenth position is occupied by Archie and Sue Price at 9.46 with 

their second pigeon also on 9.44 winning the knock out. Wesley Ellis takes eleventh place with 

Arthur Wilde in twelfth. Thirteenth place is Freddie Davies and Son with fourteenth place taken by 

Ken Sharratt. In fifteenth position and runner up in the club knockout are Alan Coombes and Son 

with Joey Ellis closing the result in sixteenth position. 

Paul Coombes winner is none other than the same 2011 cheque hen who won the previous week, 

however this week she had the company of three other pigeons. In the 2013 season this hen had 

finished second twice in club races beaten by loft mates but last week and especially this week she 

ensured she was first across the pad to take the red card. The second third and fourth pigeons were 

all similarly bred as previously stated, however of varying ages. This race point is only 130 miles so it 

is refreshing to see the winner a three year old, second was a yearling, in third a five year old and 

fourth a two year old. All four arrived together so fastest trapping would be the winner. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Morris Thornhill’s Retirement following on from my previous report, and 

regarding the retirement from racing pigeons of Morris Thornhill (Victoria HS Secretary) I have 

managed to find the photographs taken last year when Morris received his gold ring trophy. Below 

are the club members and friends sharing a glass of Champagne to congratulate Morris on his win 

and his winnings in the clubs new club house.  

From left to right Sid Arathoon, Steve Sargeant, Wesley Ellis’s Dad Keith, Russ McDonald, Wesley 

Ellis, Morris Thornhill, Paul Coombes, Alan Coombes and Joey Ellis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Morris Thornhill receiving his Gold Ring trophy with Paul Coombes the then Chairman and 

president with young Wesley Ellis and Russ McDonald.  

 

West Cheshire Federation Bath (2)(81/1855). 17th May 2014. The winds had been hard and fast over 

recent weeks with speeds exceeding 60 mph for the winners. The second race from Bath would be 

no exception. The race was to be dominated by the Willaston HS, Rock Station HS, Moreton and 

some noticeable individual performances from the Hooton HS managing to split a couple of the 

dominating clubs. 

The federation red cards this week were picked up by Roy and Robbie Sandland who managed not 

only to crack first and second federation but also pick the winners of the Willaston HS and the Rock 

Station HS with their first two pigeons. The partnership was to also pick up nineteenth and twentieth 

positions with their next two birds in the rock Station HS. Taking third place is W H Cottrell and Son 

of Hooton HS who also take twenty first position, the partnerships taking first and second club. 

Fourth, fifth and sixth place is filled by I Campbell of Moreton HS who also takes the first three in the 

Moreton HS club. Steve Williams puts in another sterling performance Taking seventh federation 

and second Rock Station HS. Steve also takes tenth, fourteenth and twenty second fed. Next is L 

Cooke who takes eighth fed and third club Rock Station. L Cooke also takes  



 
 

 

twenty fourth and thirtieth federation for good measure. Closing the top ten in the result is John 

Rixon Moreton HS taking ninth and eleventh federation. Other performances of note with two 

pigeons each in the top thirty were that of R Lang Moreton HS thirteenth and sixteenth fed and 

Bateman Brothers and Son  seventeenth and eighteenth fed. 

Doran Brothers Chester: On another note I have received an enquiry regarding 

information about the Doran Pigeons from Tom Harris of Knutsford (or near to Knutsford). Frank and 

Percy Doran raced their pigeons in the Chester area with some great success. In later years their 

mantel would be carried by the Millington Brothers Harold and Ronnie in Ellesmere Port and also 

Wimbush and Corbett in North Wales. Another name to be mentioned is that of Billy Woodworth 

who’s nephew Dave Woodworth is the current Secretary of the Saltney Social HS in Saltney. I have 

been told an excellent story of how the Doran brothers came across their pigeons while moving a 

certain Captain MacPherson in Chester from Alan (the Sandycroft and now Saltney Slayer) Atkinson. 

The Doran Brothers ran their own removal business from Chester and how having loaded their 

removal lorry with the good captains shackles asked him “what about your pigeons” “help yourself” 

was the apparent reply to which started a dynasty of brilliant channel racing pigeons. Which I am 

also told that at a dispersal sale in 1956 one pigeon sold for £400, which in itself tells of the 

reverence these birds were held in and the quality. If anyone has any information and or stories 

regarding these pigeons and or the fanciers that raced them please get in touch also does anyone 

know what happened to them? Are their fanciers today who are racing their decedents? 

SALTNEY SOCIAL BREEDER BUYER REMINDER 

Saltney Breeder Buyer: The race is on the 20th September 2014 from Carentan marking: 16.30-

17.45 at the Saltney Tavern High Street Saltney on the 18th September 2014 for entry forms e-mail 

padarn10@btopenworld.com .  

This year for the first time we will run an open race as well which will be £10 per bird pools 20p 

30p 50p £1 £3 £5 £10 £20 plus birdage and clock fee 10% deducted for Administration. 

Entry is open to all who took part in the breeder buyer for each bird you bought you can enter 2 

pigeons in the open for each bird you sold you can enter 2 in the open for each bird you sold and 

bought back yourself you can enter 2 in the open entry forms from the same e-mail address as 

above.  For any further information and or clarification please phone Dave Woodworth 01244-

671773.  


